NOTES

Horn players everywhere have worn out the pages of the beloved Trio by Brahms, opus 40, for violin, horn and piano.  In our own 21st century, American composers Paul Lansky, Lowell Liebermann, and Gerard Schwarz have added three masterful works to this ostensibly slim canon.  All three men were born and schooled in New York.  Each writes in his own distinctive style and musical language.  

Paul Lansky (b. 1944), a graduate of and current Professor Emeritus at Princeton University, is best known for his contribution to computer and electronic music.  He has recently ventured into writing for acoustic instruments.  A former horn player himself, Lansky is personally aware of the horn’s unique attributes; in his Trio, he explores a different one in each of the seven movements, from its enviable tone production, to its reliance on natural harmonics.  With good humor, his parodies refer more to musical genre--film-noir, a horn player’s attempt at jazz, typical technical exercises.  This well-crafted work was written in 2004 for New York virtuoso horn player Bill Purvis. 

Lowell Liebermann (b. 1961) wrote his Trio for violin, horn, and piano, opus 101, in 2007 as a commission by the Blair School of Music, Vanderbilt University.  Liebermann received three degrees from the Juilliard School.  A highly regarded pianist, Liebermann’s piano compositions are now considered standard repertoire, and his contribution to string and piano chamber music is prolific.  His Trio opus 101 is his first time writing a feature horn piece.  He daringly exploits its extreme registers, creating drama and intensity in each high and haunting phrase.  In contrast, the violin lines are frequently rendered in the middle and low register, creating a richness in timbre.   It is through-composed and includes a fugue in the middle of the work which tests the technical ability of all three players.  

Gerard Schwarz (b. 1947) garnered his esteemed reputation as principal trumpet of the New York Philharmonic and as an internationally recognized conductor.  It is no surprise that his compositions have been met with enthusiastic reviews and repeat performances.  His Trio for violin, horn and piano was commissioned by the Seattle Chamber Music Society in 2010 and has quickly gained popularity.  Schwarz’s love for the romantic era is clear. He writes in a traditional three-movement structure--Allegro, Slow, and Scherzo Finale.  His harmonies are romantic with contemporary dissonance.  Perfect fourths and fifths play prominently in the melodic material, as these intervals are integral to the history and nature of the horn. 

The contribution of these three works significantly augments the horn chamber music repertoire.  It has been extraordinarily rewarding to perform and record them with my outstanding Blair colleagues. - Leslie Norton


